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  Abstract 

The advanced world traumatized by the newfangled spate virus ―COVID-19‖that has defunct from China, 

and later named as SARS-CoV-2 .The very first case was being reported in December 2019 at Wuhan city. 

Shortly it has spread across the world with destructive impacts on human security concerns in various 

countries. The widespread grave conditions have changed the comforts of citizens, mostly in affected areas. 

The study has found out that to what extent the COVID-19 has affected the socioeconomic comforts of the 

people in developing Pakistan? And what policy measures required for curtailing the COVID-19 thwarts 

on the socioeconomic conditions of a common man in Pakistan? The findings, based on secondary 

available sources have revealed that the majority of the citizens are facing endure economic inflation, so it 

stipulates the circumstances to set a quantity of quality measures to deal with the existing pandemic 

outbreak. Effective sound policies with sturdy execution can only assist to perk up the current economic 

and social devastation. 

 

Keywords: COVID-19, Pandemic, Economic inflation, Socioeconomic, Governance. 

 
Introduction 
 

The contemporary world is facing pandemic the SARS-CoV-2 virus that has spread around the world 

where about more than 2 million confirmed the COVID-19 cases are being reported. The International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) has recently envisaged the pandemic would egg on the nastiest economic sprawl 

(Kentikelenis, 2020). The economic impact of current pandemic may not be permanent if the prime cause 

enclosed rapidly, the vast spread of the COVID-19 means the affected world would face an economic 

decline. The biggest pandemic in modern history reported was the Spanish Flu during the period of 1918-

1919, and world economies and businesses bear double-digit losses (Trilla, 2008). The millions 

citizens across the world faced in an implicit lockdown, an undulate outcomes all over the economy are 

expected. Undoubtedly, few industries would bear the burden of the damage. Markets and restaurants start 

closed due to the virus spread chances. Unnecessary travelling stopped, curtailing income sources for not 

only airlines and ship operators, but tourism revenue too. 
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The virus outbreak has converted the supermarkets and shopping plazas into the hospitals. Every sole 

individual in affected areas is bearing health and economic losses. Even the most developed nations 

have also affected by the virus. Developing countries are mostly affected by the upheaval. The South Asian 

region is most susceptible to the effects of the endemic (Bhutta, 2020). It is predicted by the economists 

that this spread of the lethal virus could be more upsetting given the very poor wellbeing infrastructure and 

flimsy financial system. The World Bank report has indicated a disquieting monetary position for the 

expanse in the middle of the crisis.  

 

According to the WB report, regional growth may decline between 1.8pc and 2.8 pc in the current fiscal 

year 2020, down from 6.3pc expected in six months back. In the worst situation, it is expected that the 

entire region may suffer a reduction in its GDP (Bundervoet, 2020). A larger number of people in South 

Asian countries are facing poverty; the new lockdown condition will increase the crisis situation, Pakistan 

is probably to be the hardest smack as it effort to concurrently save the human lives and livelihoods. 

Pakistan is in nuisance of bearing a depressing economic growth rate with growing at 1.8% in its 

population per year, the scenario is murky. The increase in population has never been under the 

consideration of state policymakers, is now deteriorating health situation (Khan, 2020). The existing crises 

have exposed all these loopholes. A new serious setback added to Pakistan’s woe is the unemployment in 

the oil-producing Arab and Gulf states. Many overseas Pakistanis work in these companies and send 

revenue back to their homeland, this biggest of income and job is a growing issue. It will also affect 

remittances and will have serious social and economic implications as an immense debt burden both 

domestic and external. The current pandemic situation demands government to support its 

people, financially in the current fiscal year, but it is a tough situation as the economy in Pakistan, before 

and during the pandemic is not steady.  

 

The State’s limited economic assets are a big hurdle to meet with the massive confront. The total economic 

debt and liability stand around 41 trillion rupees, that is approximately 94pc of the Pakistan’s GDP.  The 

exterior liabilities, condition on the whole are problematic (Umeair, 2020). The primer has requested the 

developed States to dump the debts of developing Pakistan and same as other meager countries, which are 

defenseless to the outbreak of the pandemic .The UN Secretary General António Guterres has said ““Now, 

the virus is arriving in countries already in the midst of humanitarian crises caused by conflicts, natural 

disasters and climate change,”  he moreover has suggested that economically strengthens countries must 

support the developing nations to cope with this outbreak (Eke,2020). The effected nations need trillions of 

the dollars for economic sustainability and the food products supply to their people, but the appeal will not 

work in the current scenario as all nations are also facing the COVID-19 equally with the worst impacts. It 

calls for a strong national policy and a sound decision making to deal with the challenges. The present 

study would find out some answer of the questions that how the COVID-19 troubled the socioeconomic 

well being world agenda? To what extent the COVID-19 affected the socioeconomic comforts of the 

people in Pakistan? And what policy measures require for curtailing the COVID-19 thwarts on the 

socioeconomic status of a common man in Pakistan? 

 

Methods and Material 

  

This study was arranged after COVID-19 outbreak in December, 2020. It was conducted with the key 

objectives of critical reviews of the new Covid-2019 and its impact on socioeconomic comforts of common 

man in Pakistan. The available Secondary data was applied and highly recommended available research 

articles were downloaded from the well reputed journals and after a careful realigning and reviews few 

result were drawn. 

 

Pandemic Out break History: An Overview 

 

The new Corona virus has affected all age groups of people in the first half of December 2019 in Wuhan 

area in China (Backer, 2020). It scientifically allotted a name of the COVID-19, an abbreviated form of 

“corona virus disease of 2019.” It spreads amazingly fast among people, because of its novelty, it was hard 
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to identify, treat and prevent. As no previous record found by any person or animal affected this virus in 

history .It was put in the category of pandemic disease initially in China, it quickly spread everywhere in all 

regions of the US, Asia and Europe within a month. The WHO has stated the COVID-19 a virulent disease 

in March, approximately ill now half-million public infected by the virus and 30,000 deaths (Rost, 2020). 

 

The virus is spreading and multiplying in the US and other world areas. The health practices and measures 

set and announced by the WHO for the reduction of the possible threats of viral disease like sanitation, 

hand-washing, social distancing and cleanliness. It is declared to stay isolated and avoid gatherings .For 

this few steps were taken by all affected nations like closing educational institutes, industries, businesses, 

shopping malls, restaurants and public parks. The human survival programs started to secure them from the 

pandemic. The outbreak of the COVID-19 was sudden and spread quickly, but scientists cannot predict 

about its ending time. The quick historical review can help in understanding such pandemics and their stay 

period with damaging effects. 

 

Antonine Plague (165, AD) 
 

It is also identified as the “Plague of Galen”, It was a primeval pandemic that had affected the people in 

Asia, Egypt, Italy and Greece. It was contemplated to have been either it is Smallpox or some sort of 

Measles. But the root cause is still unknown (Sabbatani, 2009). This unidentified infection was introduced 

by the soldiers in Rome who returned from Mesopotamia about 165AD; naively, it spreads like a disease 

everywhere and killed over 5 million innocent people and destroyed the Roman army. 

 

The contagious infection had extreme social and political sound effects all over the Roman Empire. 

Barthold G. Niebuhr (1776–1831) had described that; 

 

 "as the reign of Marcus Aurelius forms a turning point in so many things, and above all in literature 

and art, I have no doubt that this crisis was brought about by that plague.... The ancient world never 

recovered from the blow inflicted on it by the plague which visited it in the reign of Marcus Aurelius." 

Marcus Aurelius had used words, "Weep not for me; think rather of the pestilence and the deaths of so 

many others‖. 

 

Raoul McLaughlin described Roman subjects during his visit to the “Han Chinese court” in 166 could have 

escorted in a newfangled epoch of “Roman Far East trade”, but it could be a "harbinger of something much 

more ominous" as a replacement (McLaughlin, 2014).  

 

Plague of Justinian (541-542) 
 

The Plague of Justinian killed half of the European population with its damaging effects. This was an 

epidemic of the ”bubonic plague” and It had afflicted the “Byzantine Empire and Mediterranean” port 

urban population, up to 25 million people lost their precious lives in that year of 541 to 542. The “Bubonic 

Plague”, the “Plague of Justinian” had left its bad impact on the world, by killing about a 25% of the 

population in the Eastern Mediterranean (Findlay, 2017). It also hit the Constantinople areas, where it 

killed about 5,000 natives in a single day. The Black Death intensely damaged the society; keep focused 

on revitalize the society, with reforms in medical and health sector. It improved the morality rate, where, 

post-Black Death mortality rates demonstrated more adults living in, and above age fifty. The 

productiveness showed no major disparity linking pre and post-Black Death toll (Driessen, 2007).  

 

A Black Death (1346-1353) 
 

A Plague desolated the Europe, Asia and Africa in 1346 to 1353 and the death 

rate has estimated with between 75 and 200 million people (Gotfried, 2010). It has supposed that it started 

from Asia, the Plague wide spread to the continents through the fleas that the lives of the rats. The Ports 

were the ideal procreation floor for rats and parasites, and consequently the subtle bacterium thriven, 
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disturbing three continents in its arousal. The British feudalism had emaciated, when the infection distorted 

economic environment and demographics. The desolate communities in Greenland, Vikings mislaid the 

power to wage skirmish against local populations, and their penetrating of North America closed down. 

 

Third Cholera (1852-1860) 
 

The new cholera pandemics are measured as a most lethal disease in history, the trio most important spate 

of Cholera in the nineteenth Century from 1852 up to 1860 (Azizi, 2010) .Similar to the earlier pandemics, 

it Pandemic was started in India, scattering from the Ganges River and later spread to Asia, North America 

and Europe, It ate up millions of people (Bhunia, 2011). 

 

Flu Pandemic (1889-1890) 

 

The earliest cases were recorded in May 1889 (Erkoreka, 2009).These cases recorded at remote locations, 

Bukhara in Turkestan, Athabasca in Canada, and Greenland. The high population growth, in urban areas 

bridged the flu spread. Although it was the initial accurate contagion in the epoch of bacteriology and it 

trained the people and healthcare staff how to treat with such pandemics. In 1889 to 1890 Flu Pandemic 

affected the lives of millions of individuals (Hallman, 2014).  

 

Sixth Cholera (1910-1911) 
 

The Cholera Pandemic initially started from India .It killed more than 800,000 people and spread to the 

Middle East, Eastern parts of Europe and then Russia. It was a major cause of the American spate of 

Cholera (1910–1911) (Barura, 2014). The American health care skeleton establishment for 

quick response to cut off the contaminated and only 11 people reported died in the U.S (Hu, 2016). 

 

Flu Endemic (1918)                                                                                       
 

A deadly outburst of influenza started in 1918 and soon it tore across the world (Barry, 2020).It had 

infected about one third of the population and about 20 – 50 million people died with it. In early twenty 

fifth weeks it has damaged up to 25 million lives (Steinberg, 2001). 

 

Flu Epidemic           
 

The Flu of second category broken out named “the Hong Kong Flu,” this Flu pandemic was the reason of 

H3N2 sprain of Influenza (Schnitzler, 2009). The first case was reported on July 13, 1968 in the city of 

Hong Kong, soon after this started up on 27th day few cases were observed in Singapore and Vietnam 

(Hu,2016). It deadly spread in the period of months in Philippines, India, Europe, Australia and the US. 

 

HIV/AIDS (2005-2012) 
 

It is considered as a global endemic and spread all over the world .It was identified in  Congo in the year 

1976 .The HIV/AIDS killed about 36 million people since 1981 (Piot,2001). At present the cases are 31 

and 35 million affected reported people with HIV. The Sub-Saharan Africa is most affected areas where 

5% of the total population is infected, roughly 21 million people (Negin, 2010). In the period of 2005-2012 

the annual deaths across the world from this endemic went down from 2.2 million to 1.6 million. 

 

What are the Socioeconomic Factors? 
 

The Socio economics is a subject matter of “social sciences” and it studies that how economic activities 

have direct and indirect effects and shape up on social practices. Generally it evaluates how societies grow, 

get weaker, or relapse because of their local, regional and the global economy. The socioeconomic 

indicators decide health, employment, education, and earnings. It developed society associated with the 
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economic factors. These connected factors not only depend on each other but the change in one factor may 

bring a change in other factors too; for instance , the person’s employment will speak about his income and 

income rank often link to his education level and education support to employment. 

 

1. Employment; the employment is an important factor. It describes the employment or job. The 

earnings and business of an individual have a deep impact on his life style. 

2. Education; education is another socioeconomic factor it allows family arrange education for its young 

family members .The living  standards usually depends on how much educated are you?.The change in 

economic standard may influence in acquiring advance education. The education also influences on 

the choice of employment, but education has direct link with health. So, education as a socio-economic 

factor can be general and specific as it determines the other social factors. 

3. Income; The ultimate socio-economic factor is an individual’s personal and family income. It will 

vividly influence and determine health conditions. Income is basically an amount capital and an 

individual’s monthly or annual earnings that also have a deep impact on his family health .The rich 

people can afford better health care services as compare to poor and needy people. 

 

Gloomy Estimation for Economic and Social Thwarts of the COVID-19 

 

The fiscal affairs and market meltdown process are taking place in the world and economic exporters have 

pre-assumed that the prevailing conditions will go to decline if the pandemic vaccine or other medical 

treatment not invent by the scientists .The current situation has seriously damaged the economic framework 

and international market has devastated by the spate impacts of the virus. The “International Monetary 

Fund’s (IMF)” provides an assessing key for the economic bangs of existing endemic .Therefore it has 

projected that the   growth ratio will shrink about -4.2 per cent, with a disproportion of 7 percentage points 

as it compare to the previously published document report before the current crisis. 

 

COVID -19 Impact on Socioeconomic Comforts in Pakistan: An Analysis 

 

According to the “Asian Development Bank’s (ADB)” the pandemic has affected Pakistan, a developing 

economy .A report “Outlook (ADO) 2020” published which clearly it mentioned; 

 

 ―Pakistan's strong and decisive policy measures have started to yield positive results in reversing 

macroeconomic imbalances and narrowing current account deficits,‖  

 

The Country Director, ADB for Pakistan Mr.Xiaohong Yang has said; 

 

 ―Although Pakistan's economy is in better shape than before, the nation needs to work together to 

tackle the new challenges posed by COVID-19—including uncertain short term growth prospects—

and its related socioeconomic repercussions. The government’s emergency package and extensive 

use of Ehsaas will be vital to blunting the detrimental impacts of the pandemic, particularly on the 

poor and vulnerable.‖ 

 

Pakistan has basically an Agriculture country and it expected to perceive the sluggish growth in 2020 as the 

nastiest locust infestation damaging harvest of cotton, wheat, and fruit forms crops (Ali, 2020). The export 

sector is also affected and it stopped manufacturing units temporarily in Pakistan. Both large and small 

scale and large-scale manufacturing units, closed fully or partially in the first half of FY2020.The ongoing 

outbreak will create a supplementary downside risk to develop prospects and it would lead to a buyer order, 

exporters, commerce and industries. The State Bank of Pakistan, issues interest rate by an increasing 575 

points to 12.25% at the closing of FY2019 to encounter inflationary pressures (Iqbal, 2019). The globally 

low oil prices and expected more down under the COVID-19, the central bank reduced it 11.00% in March 

2020. The economic Inflation touched the figure 11.5% in FY2020, and a rise in food items  prices in the 

first quarter of new  fiscal year and 9.8% dropped in the local currency against the US currency in the mid 
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of the FY2020. The existing account deficit will continue lessening up to 2.8% of GDP in FY2020 rooted 

in the reduction in business discrepancy follow-on exchange rate reduction. 

 

In Pakistan health, education, and employment sectors are highly affected. The government is 

providing much relief to the highly effected vulnerable families. The Gender inequality continue, where the 

female laborers participation was 26.5 % in 2018 before the spate of the COVID-19 that has now declined 

.Pakistan has taken steps for the poverty reduction and economic wellbeing, but the pandemic is anticipated 

to undo some of the gains (Durham,2020). Currently the COVID-19 pandemic hit the majority of the 

middle class and they fall below the poverty line. 

 

Unemployment and Low Income Issue 

 

Since the advent of the COVID-19, financial expansion has turned stridently falling, and pushing 

economies into decline. Economists across the world have stated that the pandemic is a sequel to the 

immensely gloominess. According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the per capita income 

increase in many  countries for the fiscal year 2020 has increased But after the pandemic the  economies 

across the world are bearing a decline and more than  170 countries have negative impact and per capita 

income growth in those countries is bearing a hard time (Goel,2020). The daily wage workers in affected 

countries are suffering unemployment and less Livelihood opportunities squeezed from them. Larger and 

smaller business holders have badly stroked and the shutdown of the factories, airports, markets and 

transports have bad impacts on economies across the world. Pakistan is a developing economy and 

suffering a serene decline prior to the appearance of the COVID-19. The government had to impose a 

lockdown in the existing shrinking situation of the financial system. A visible corona virus rise cases 

created a panic situation where the demand of business class is high for a soft lockdown in Pakistan But 

contrary to the new wave of the pandemic is a big hurdle and lockdown extension will push the daily wages 

and business class into problematic situation that further would lead to hunger and deprivation.  

 

The coping efforts against financial hammering have escorted in by the early months of the pandemic. The 

economy in 70 years faced a negative intensification speed of 0.38 percent, and the GDP has gotten 4% 

owing to trade interruption, a turn down in remittances and instability in other sectors. Since last three years 

the growth rate has weakened and the COVID 19 has provoked the condition even more in the new few 

years. The 27.3 million employees are suffering and will face unemployment in coming months if the 

situation remains the same (Noy, 2020).  

 

The pandemic has made common man more at risk of the poverty, and already sufferers pushed beneath the 

poverty contour. In the existing situation, the government has teamed up with diverse donor agencies. The 

World Bank has sanctioned a $200 million financial support for Pakistan for the improvement of 

admittance to excellent healthcare services, learning and maintaining economic prospects for females to 

deal with the pandemic suffering. 

 

The sole earners of families in Pakistan are in a difficult time to meet the basic necessities of life for their 

family. So it can predict that if the situation stays more than six months the majority of Pakistani below 

middle class and middle class will go to food scarcity, health issues and no education during and after the 

novel virus time. In the current situation, the country’s development stopped and it has deep imprints on the 

common man and national economy. Now the policy makers’ have to vigilant in drafting strategies that can 

lessen the negative expansion. 

 

Now the federal and provincial governments must introduce new plans for the smooth recovery of 

disturbed economy to frame the socio-economic hammer of the pandemic. Currently the Federal authorities 

are assisting the small and medium companies to handle the negative economic impacts of the epidemic on 

their business bustle after an international SME assistance for policy responses to the virus eruption.  

The Ministry of Planning has indicated that about 12.3 to 18.5 million people will deprived of their jobs, 

while the financial system will grant a massive crush of 2-2.5 trillion rupees due to corona virus epidemic. 
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Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE) has estimated that the poverty ratio will go high 

nearly 59 percent and majority Pakistanis will cross the poverty line. About 56 percent workforce will 

at risk of their employment where 80 percent in agriculture field, 75 percent trade, 50 percent in 

hotel industry, 60 percent in the business-sector, and 40 percent in communication zone (PIDE, 2020). 

 

The PIDE has calculated that approximately 12 million citizens in Punjab will suffer in the next few 

months where as Sindh has the slightest amount of feebly working class, but the statistics are alarming that 

about four million natives are at risk of job failure. In KP the 02 million and 01 million in Balochistan are 

expected to drop their jobs in pandemic (PIDE, 2020). 

 

Impact on Education 

 

The schools closed in Pakistan in pandemic because the billion children are expected to suffer new virus. 

The government has imposed a lockdown to restrict the spread of the disease; around 46 million students 

stay at home. The eruption has deteriorated the condition of the flagging education system. The pandemic 

has magnified inequality in the education organizations in Pakistan .The economic change and 

unemployment will be a challenge when parents in rural areas will prefer to send boys to school and girls 

will stay home after a pandemic. According to 2017 statistics from the National Telecommunications and 

Information Administration (NTIA), about 3.1 million families with school children have no broadband 

services at home. Although few families have access to wireless subscription through data pockets but it is 

insufficient for online learning system. 

 

It will also affect the learning capacity because unemployment and low income not allow the students to 

use devices like computer laptops and mobile phones for learning online. The new distance learning will 

disturb without digital technology. The difficulty of susceptible students to catch up on learning will affect 

their mental health. The breach between government and private schools is amplifying gradually. The 

federal government has started “Teleschool,” for millions of students for that telecast educational lectures 

in the series on PTV every day for class 1-12.The  Punjab government has also followed the federal 

strategy and opened “Taleem Ghar,” for government sector school children from 1-8 class. The COVID-19 

is anticipated to brunt humans for a long time (Zahra, 2020). 

 

Millions of kids have no entrée to school and fragile schooling system has already an unprecedented 

situation in the history. Conversely, Pakistan must squeeze this unanticipated change and apply an 

alternating move to guarantee stability in education during and after the pandemic crisis. The COVID-19 

has also deep impact on higher education where the majority of the students within and outside Pakistan are 

mentally disturbed, their lab work, research projects and research studies are disturbed.  

 

Majority among these students have no access to internet or lives in hard areas with no internet facility like 

FATA region. These problems are at every educational level from primary to university. The poor, 

unemployed and low income parents are facing hard time to continue the education of their children and 

bring them out of this uncertainty.  

 

Future Prospects after COVID-19 

 

As the eruption of the novel disease epicenter extend from Asia to Europe and America. Several World 

states have started taking up their economic activities, their economic survival for s boost their fragile 

healthcare arrangements, whilst sowing the seeds for an improved economic outlook. It demands major 

implications for economic development that ultimately secure the desperate societies during pandemic 

opportunities and policies. Pakistan was experiences economic inflation pre COVID 19, the situation is 

getting worse day by day. Few policy measures need to adopt for the improvement of common man. 
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Health Emergency 
 

The health sector went under the control of the provincial authorities after 2010 constitutional arrangement 

as 18th Amendment. But the overall conditions are disappointing as few provinces made best strategies to 

handle the situation and rest of all neglected the seriousness of the pandemic issue .The lack of uniformity 

and center province relations weak connections disappointed the citizen. It is time the need of time to create 

a harmony in such an internationally declared emergency. 

 

Shore up Business           

 

The highly effected sector that further leads to more poverty and unemployment, is the closer of the 

industry and business .Governments’ responses to the pandemic have focused on the instant healthcare 

emergency and economic effects, households and businesses. The bad impact has damaged the production 

environment and trade .The common man in Pakistan is suffering poverty and unemployment, the sound 

policies and decision making required at national and provincial level to handle the worse condition of the 

people. 

 

Effective SOPs to Endure the Storm 
 

The jagged government must build a connection with the advanced nations and calls for the intercontinental 

community to harmonize their efforts. More sound efforts have yet looked-for to materialize, commerce, 

trade and governments in developing Pakistan. 

 

Health and safety Measures at social and Industrial level 
 

Pakistan needs health care measures to save the people and economic lockdowns. It is unquestionable that 

health and safety guidelines must fully implement and practice before the next wave of contagion. 

 

Advance National Economy and Sound Policies 
 

It is need of the situation to develop new business models in Pakistan and find out short term and long term 

ways to organize production for survival and sustainability for viability and growth. These efforts will 

benefit from the support of science, innovative (STI) policies through grants and taxes breaks. 

 

Strengthen Local Manufacturing                                                                    

  

The world is closed and it will take a new start after pandemic but the exact time framework is hard to set, 

so the local manufacturing units must upgrade, facilitate and need support by the public officials .Few 

economies are adopting these strategies as virus has no time limit to end. In Indian, the government has 

prepared a relief package for the local industry for achieving self-reliance. 

 

New-fangled Growth Models 
 

New and inclusive sustainable models is the requirement of sustain the worse economy in Pakistan. The 

export-oriented units would be less feasible vehicle for improvement from virulent disease and long-

standing development, which should force rising states to reorganize about national expansion models and 

new strategies. 

 

Digital Strategies 
 

It need of growing increase in the COVID cases that the lockdown may not allow public to spend lives as 

they did in past, so the e-governance, e-trading and e-learning models must develop in Pakistan .The 
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advanced world is already using these digital services. New apps for governance, judiciary education, sale 

purchase, food items delivery on larger scale should launch by the public private partnership.  

 

Electronic Devices Distribution among Needy Students 

 

Children from poor and needy families enrolled in government schools are facing disruptions in their 

studies because they have no access to mobiles, internet, computers and laptops, even the privileged 

students from private sector schools, colleges and universities are taking online classes amid the corona 

virus lockdown but few has no access to these gadgets. The government and welfare societies should come 

forward and provide these unprivileged students these devices for a continuation of their education. The 

deprived students are completely reliant on the government for assistance. In such circumstances, the 

government requires to take steps promptly so that these students get smart phones to take their online 

classes in the course of the pandemic. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The novel virus had a strapping impact on all industrial and fragile economies, leaving the largest negative 

effects on production and reduction in agricultural activities, tourism, education, trade, commerce and 

industry. In advanced countries, the apprehension is about the long-term economic cost leaving millions of 

public lacking jobs. The phasing out of the measures in Pakistan is intended to facilitate healing strategies 

for the lockdown by the COVID-19 which expectantly needs to put on first for most priority. To minimize 

the monetary crisis, Pakistan should aim to defeat the negative thwacks of the COVID -19 by focusing first 

on the poverty among communities.  

 

The existing pandemic has introduced many health schemes to test. Taking into account the amount of the 

social changes imposed by the pandemic, the world is moving towards a new normal phase. Pakistan must 

adopt modern techniques and should establish new e-governance Skelton to take the measures that would 

ultimately help the poor people and support them to start a new life. Pakistan has to introduce extra welfare 

plans and built public and private joint venture for future and national unanimity that is a growing demand 

to sustain economy and infrastructure. In education sector Pakistan needs to introduce new reforms to 

support the system that has deep imprints on primary, secondary as well as higher education. The failing 

education system will lead to other security risks in the country.  

 

Discussion 
 

The novel COVID -19 is an incomparable civic health crisis. The Confirmed COVID cases in the country 

increasing from only two cases on February 26, 2020, to 597,497 cases and 13,377 deaths till March, 

2021.The precious lives are high risk, as is Pakistan’s social and economic fabric. Without sound policies 

measures, it may push back country’s gains on scarcity drop and social indicators. The poverty pace has 

dropped in FY2020. The pandemic has badly affected trade, business, jobs and personal capital flows. It 

also hit the Agriculture sector as a extended lockdowns disrupted transportation, and labour for harvests 

and carrying it. The Government in Pakistan has released a fiscal package of 1.2 trillion rupees as part of its 

instantaneous reply to COVID-19. The provincial governments include are expanding Ehsaas programme 

from 5.2 million rupees to 12 million. 

 

The government is giving 158 billion rupees to about 3 million daily wage poor workers in formal sector. 

For food supply 50 billion rupees fixed and released to provide food to poor families at cheap rates from 

government’s Utility Stores. The State Bank and the Federal Government have adopted few measures to 

maintain financial stability. The policy rates dropped to 9%4, and launched refinancing schemes; declare 

some facilities to sustain employment, hospitals and medical centers. The Planning Commission has 

developed a “COVID-19 National Action Plan” to conduct future measures. The Government will line up 

new budget for fiscal year 2020-21 with priorities to COVID-19. In this perspective, the Planning 
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Commission asked the UNRCO to carry out a swift estimation of COVID-19’s socioeconomic bang in 

Pakistan, with a special focusing on weak sectors, and common people. But all these efforts at government 

and civil society are not enough as the new virus has badly damaged the man at all level, it has affected 

rich, middle and poor class. The education sector is highly affected as many students have no access to 

internet and live in remote areas like border areas. All these hurdles are challenge for the government. 

 

Recommendations 
 

A growing number of COVID-19 cases are key challenges for both the families and government in 

Pakistan. It is necessary to make short term and long term plans in cooperation to protect people from 

pandemic and it impacts on their economy, health and education .On the basis of the primary, available 

sources and statistics of the growing cases and financial issues, it is recommended that  

 

 Monitor vulnerable groups on a regular basis including children, expecting and lactating women, in 

poor or low income areas.  

 Pull out contemporary social programme to deal with the malnutrition among susceptible populations 

  The districts with an elevated prevalence must given priority and released more funds for these areas.  

 Continue providing health facility to the safety of workers, caregivers and children affected with 

COVID-19. 

  Provide students cheap rate devices for the continuation of their study in remote areas. 

 Strengthen health systems for safety in the pandemic. 

  Target the highly nutritionally weak households in social fortification schemes.  

 Offer localized backing for nutrition-sensitive rations to vulnerable households  

 Implement the food segment COVID-19 response plan, and develop it with the support of Ministry of 

Health, civil society and NGO partners. 

 Issuance of ration cards to handicapped, women and poor people during pandemic. 

 Online free education in remote areas must be given priority to engage students in studies for 

protection of the mental illness. 

 The special focus must be given to the daily wage and labour and government and civil society must 

support them to bring them out of these pandemic bad effects on their health, and earnings. 
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